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Genomic Data & Privacy
Risks & opportunities
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Have you seen this variant? 
It came up in my patient 
and we don't know if this is 
a common SNP or worth 
following up.

Here: The variant has 
been found in few 
resources, and those 
are from disease 
specific collections.

A Beacon network federates 
genome variant queries 
across databases that 

support the Beacon API



Genome Beacons 
Compromise 
Security? 
Querying for thousands of 
specific SNV occurrences in a 
genomic data pool can identify 
individuals in an anonymized 
genomic data collection



GENOMIC PRIVACY

IDENTIFICATION OF INDIVIDUALS FROM MIXED COLLECTIONS USING RARE ALLELES

▸ rare allelic variants can be used to identify an individual (or her relatives) in a genome 
collection without having access to individual datasets 

▸ however, such an approach requires previous knowledge about the individual's SNPs



• many research studies contain 
"functional" genomics data, e.g. 
from expression analyses 

• such (anonymized) data may have 
lower protection levels than data 
from dedicated genotyping studies 

• with a non-noisy genome of 
interest, attackers can generate 
linkage scores to identify the best 
match to the genomic profile

Information Leakage from 
Functional Genomics Data



"Sanitize"...

• "functional" genomics data can be 
sanitized by removing features 
which are not relevant for the 
specific use cases 

• an example could be the 
randomization of variant alleles in 
datasets where variant call 
specificity is of minor concern

Information Leakage from 
Functional Genomics Data



Genomes 
Privacy 
Society



A genetically inferior man assumes the 
identity of a superior one in order to 
pursue his lifelong dream of space travel.

• genetic determinism 
‣ main character has been determined to be 

unsuitable for complex jobs based on 
genetic analysis 

• genetic identification 
‣ the use of genetic sampling for personal 

identification is daily routine

Gattaca (1997)

With information from https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0119177/
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• Commercial, "Direct to Customer" DNA analyses 
are provided through independend sites and such 
affiliated to genealogy services (MyHeritage, 
Ancestry.com, 23andMe...) 

• Genealogy sites identify individuals with matching 
haplotype blocks & provide a prediction about 
degree of genetic relation 

• Law enforcement agencies (and who else?!) can 
send individual SNP profiles (e.g. recovered from 
evidence many years after a crime) using a Jane 
Doe identity, to identify relatives of the suspect - 
long range familial search

Long-Range Familial Searches

© Copyright 2018 Daily Journal, 1242 S Green St Tupelo, MS

The New York Times, April 26, 2018



"A man who eluded homicide investigators in Washington State for nearly 50 
years — until a DNA match on a coffee cup cracked the cold case — died in a 
suicide on Monday just hours before a jury convicted him of murder, the 
authorities said. ... Investigators used genetic genealogy, a process that 
involved crosschecking DNA evidence — taken from a hiking boot worn by 
Ms. yyyyy — with ancestry records to connect Mr. xxxxx to the unsolved 
murder. ...

In 2008, the samples were sent to the Washington State Patrol Crime 
Laboratory for DNA testing, but they did not return a match. ...

The breakthrough in the case came in 2018 when investigators, working with 
Parabon NanoLabs, were able to put together a family tree of possible suspects 
based on the semen sample found on the heel of the victim’s hiking boot. The 
company uses DNA to help law enforcement agencies find genetic matches.

That’s when investigators began their surveillance of Mr. xxxxx, whom they 
followed to a nearby casino and from whom they retrieved a coffee cup that he 
had thrown in the garbage, the probable cause affidavit said. The DNA sample 
was an exact match to the semen found on Ms. yyyyyy’s boot, the affidavit 
said."

Long-Range Familial Searches

"... Genetic genealogy — in which DNA samples are used to find relatives of suspects, 
and eventually the suspects themselves — has redefined the cutting edge of forensic 
science, solving the type of cases that haunt detectives most: the killing of a 
schoolteacher 27 years ago, an assault on a 71-year-old church organ player, the rape and 
murder of dozens of California residents by a man who became known as the Golden 
State Killer.

But until a trial this month in the 1987 murder of a young Canadian couple, it had never 
been tested in court. Whether genetic genealogy would hold up was one of the few 
remaining questions for police departments and prosecutors still weighing its use, even 
as others have rushed to apply it. On Friday, the jury returned a guilty verdict.

“There is no stopping genetic genealogy now,” said CeCe Moore, a genetic genealogist 
whose work led to the arrest in the murder case. “I think it will become a regular, 
accepted part of law enforcement investigations.” ... 

A forensic consulting firm, Parabon, offered to generate a predictive likeness using 
DNA. This was not helpful either."

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/01/us/dna-genetic-genealogy-trial.html?referringSource=articleSharehttps://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/09/us/terrence-miller-suicide.html?referringSource=articleShare



Polygenic Risk Scores for 
Embryo Selection
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Polygenic Risk Scores & IVF
"Designer Babies"?

• combination of polygenic risk score (PRS) assessment, in vitro 
fertilization (IVF) and  pre-implantation diagnostics (PID / PGT) 

• while justified for high-penetrance single gene diseases many 
problems are associated with PRS/IVF/PID: 

‣ lack of robust models - no easy transferable to individual case from 
population scale (ethnicity etc.) 

‣ "nature vs. nurture",  unknown trade-offs, small effect size 

‣ possible antagonistic pleiotropy 

‣ health risks (mother!) of IVF have to be balanced against benefit 

‣ stigmatization, economic stratification lock-in if pervasive
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“She has her mother’s eyes,” begins the advertisement, 
“but will she also inherit her breast cancer diagnosis?”*

* Genomic Prediction advert



But genotyping is for professional labs, right?



The MinION (Oxford Nanopore) 
Source: Sophie Zaaijer 

https://medium.com/neodotlife/nanopore-6443c81d76d3

https://medium.com/neodotlife/nanopore-6443c81d76d3


Sophie Zaaijer, Assaf Gordon, Robert Piccone, Daniel Speyer, Yaniv Erlich, 2016 
ddf.teamerlich.org

DEMOCRATIZING DNA FINGERPRINTING

DNA sequencing for identification/fingerprinting soon 
“commodity” technology (in contrast with 
technological/data challenges in “precision medicine”)



Legalizing DNA Tests for DNA Indexing
Rapid DNA

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/115/hr510/summary



Forensic G2P

Manfred Kayser. Forensic DNA Phenotyping: Predicting human appearance from crime scene material for investigative purposes.  Forensic Science International: Genetics 18 (2015) 33–48



From DNA to "Wanted" Posters?

• association of genomic variants with 
phenotypic data collection 

• while hair, eye color are easy targets not 
useful for relevant phenotypic features 
especially if large environmental component 

• huge biases based on input/collection data 

• Belgium and Germany do not allow forensic 
DNA phenotyping 

• Switzerland: Bundesrat decision on 
2020-12-04 to allow phenotyping for law 
enforcement purposes

Phenotyping from DNA Paragon Nanolabs Inc.
The Snapshot DNA 

Phenotyping Service

https://snapshot.parabon-nanolabs.com/phenotyping

"When the New York Times ran an informal test of the Parabon system with one of its reporters, 
it failed badly." (ACLU.org)

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/24/science/dna-generated-faces.html


Federal Act on the Use of DNA Profiles in Criminal Proceedings and 
for Identifying Unidentified or Missing Person, DNA Profiles Act
An Area in Transition...

• Currently: «Genetic Fingerprint» 

• Future: Will it be allowed to take a deeper look and how far can genetic data be 
used to determine the characteristics of an unknown perpetrator (colour of hair 
and eyes, height, ethnicity, etc.) 

• Switzerland: Bundesrat decision on 2020-12-04 to allow phenotyping for law 
enforcement purposes

Content provided by Julian Mausbach | Oberassistent für Strafrecht und Strafprozessrecht 



HGTA	new	2021 medical	field outside	the	medical	field

Investigated	characteristics medical	relevant
especially	protective	values	

characteristics
other	characteristics

General	Requirements
Non-discrimination,	information	and	consent,		right	to	information,	right	not	to	know,	
avoidance	of	surplus	information,	protection	of	samples	and	genetic	data,	Circulation	

concerning	public	advertising,	state	of	science	and	technology,	penal	provisions

Initiation Physician
	Health	professional	(controlled	

taking	of	samples)
Consumer	(DTC)

Persons	concerned
Persons	with	and	without	
capacity	of	judgement,	
pregnant	woman	(PND)

ONLY	persons	with	Capacity	of	
judgement

ONLY	persons	with	Capacity	of	
judgement

Communication	of	surplus	
information

as	a	rule	according	to	

decision	of	the	

person	concerned

Not	allowed Not	allowed

Laboratory
subject	to	authorization		

(cyto	and	molecular	genetic	
studies)

subject	to	authorization		
(cyto	and	molecular	genetic	

studies)
not	subject	to	authorisation

Employers	and	Insurance	
institutions

Studies	and	Recovery	of	
Results	/	Data	only	in	regulated	

exceptional	cases

Prohibition	to	carry	out	
investigations	and	the	

Recovery	of	Results	/	Data

Prohibition	to	carry	out	
investigations	and	the	

Recovery	of	Results	/	DataH
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Data Ownership 
• Within Switzerland, there is no coherent approach on ownership of data as such 

(but academic discussion is ongoing, if that is needed).   

• Restrictions of usage and disclosure of data other than personal data mainly stem 
from contractual relationships.  

• In the field of research this leads mostly to a data ownership by the research 
institution.  

Of course the restrictions of the different acts that are in the field need to be 
respected (procuring data lawfully, consent for further use, etc.)

Content provided by Julian Mausbach | Oberassistent für Strafrecht und Strafprozessrecht 



Is Genomic Data Special?



Typical Data Scopes in Genomics (Research) Collections
Biomedical and procedural "Meta"data types

• Diagnostic classification 
• mapping text-based cancer diagnoses to standard classification systems 

• Provenance data 
• store identifier-based pointers 

• geographic attribution (individual, biosample, experiment) 

• Clinical information 
• core set of typical cancer study values: 

➡ stage, grade, followup time, survival status, genomic sex, age at diagnosis 

• balance between annotation effort and expected usability
progenet x



The map contrasts different scenarios, such as 
identifying de-identified genetic data sets, revealing 
an attribute from genetic data and unmasking of 
data. It also shows the interdependencies between 
the techniques and suggests potential routes to 
exploit further information after the completion of one 
attack. There are several simplifying assumptions 
(black circles).


In certain scenarios (such as insurance decisions), 
uncertainty about the target's identity within a small 
group of people could still be considered a success 
(assumption 1). For certain privacy harms (such as 
surveillance), identity tracing can be considered a 
success and the end point of the process 
(assumption 2). The complete DNA sequence is not 
always necessary (assumption 3).

Routes for breaching 
and protecting genetic 
privacy

Yaniv Erlich & Arvind Narayanan. Nature Reviews Genetics 15, 409–421 (2014)



–William Gibson in "Johnny Mnemonic" (1986)

“We’re an information economy. They teach you that 
in school. What they don’t tell you is that it’s 

impossible to move, to live, to operate at any level 
without leaving traces, bits, seemingly meaningless 
fragments of personal information. Fragments that 

can be retrieved, amplified . . .” 



9:18000000,21975098- 
21967753,26000000:DEL 
NCIT:C3058 
DUO:0000004 
HP:0003621

The Beacon API v2 
proposal opens the way 
for the design of a 
simple but powerful 
"genomics API". 

Beacon v2 API

"Internet of Genomics"

Have you seen deletions in 
this region on chromosome 9 
in Glioblastomas from a 
juvenile patient, in a dataset 
with unrestricted access?



• Scoping queries through "biodata" parameters

• Extending the queries towards clinically ubiquitous variant formats

‣ cytogenetic annotations, named variants, variant effects
• Beacon queries as entry for data delivery 

‣ Beacon v2 permissive to respond with variety of data types
- Phenopackets, biosample data, cohort information ...

‣ handover to stream and download using htsget, VCF, EHRs
• Interacting with EHR standards

‣ FHIR translations for queries and handover ...
• Beacons as part of local, secure environments

• Authentication to enable non-aggregate, patient derived datasets

‣ ELIXIR AAI with compatibility to other providers (OAuth...)

Making Beacons Biomedical - Beacon v2
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"Relative Security 

by Design" 
Concept!
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Making Beacons Biomedical - Beacon v2

Definitely breaks the 
"Relative Security 

by Design" 
Concept!

Mitigation by 
tailored 

implementation and 
security practices



Empowering Beacon use through Access Levels
Integrating permissions and discovery

registered

controlled

public
YES 
BRAC Exch 
BRAC2 
http://url.com 
Origin

YES 
UCSC 
UCSC 
http://url.com

1345 / 5000 
Diabetes Cohort 
ClinSig 

YES 
ELIXIR-FI 
FIN-Agg 
http://url 
Origin

1345 / 5000 
FINRISK 

SCN9A; 
GRCh38:Chr2:16622658
7; "T>G"; 
"pathogenic"; 
"primary 
erythromelalgia";

Beacon Metadata Profiles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyfmvAs7LtQ&feature=youtu.be 

Do you have allele: T 
at position: 166226587 
on: chromosome 2?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyfmvAs7LtQ&feature=youtu.be


Communicating a user's data access authorizations

• format to communicate a user's data access authorizations based on either their role (e.g. researcher), affiliation, or access status 

• works together with the GA4GH Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) OpenID Connect Profile to streamline researchers' 
data access over federated data access protocols 

• both standards approved in Dec 2019 with early implementation by Google Cloud services and ELIXIR

GA4GH Passports
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https://www.ga4gh.org/ga4gh-passports/


Improving Data Privacy but Empowering Beneficial Use
Intersecting Areas of Development
• Make genomic (and functional) data "obfuscated" for malicious use 
‣ e.g. spiking / randomization of variants in "not-disease" loci 

• access protection with defined user access using standardized protocols for users' roles and 
permissions, in contrast to individual per user, per dataset access requests over data access 
committees (DACs) 
‣ digital "differential" consent using e.g. data use ontologies 

• intentional and unintentional (!) data providers have to be protected from abuse by legal 
regulations - though thin line regarding "overzealous" use by law enforcement 

• alternative solution for active consent 
‣ encrypted wide-area networking solutions with managed access control (e.g. SPHN's BiomedIT) and limited access to 

anonymized data (e.g. using the Beacon protocol with "handover" scenarios) 

‣ (genomic) data ownership by the individual "data donors, together with strong privacy protection by law



SAFETY

PRIVACY SECURITY
ACCESS

BENEFIT

CONSENT

LAWSHACKERS

HEALTH

Health 
Insurance 
Portability and 
Accountability 
Act

Generalkonsent

Genetic 
Information 
Nondiscrimination 
Act 

CRYPTOGRAPHY

BLOCKCHAIN

Right to Research



In 1948, the General assembly of the United 
nations adopted the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UDHr) to guarantee the rights 
of every individual in the world. Included were 
twin rights “to share in scientific advancement 
and its benefits” and “to the protection of the 
moral and material interests resulting from any 
scientific...production of which [a person] is 
the author” (art. 27, United nations 1948). 


from Knoppers et al, 2014

The Right to 
Scientific Knowledge 

1 3

Hum Genet (2014) 133:895–903
DOI 10.1007/s00439-014-1432-6

ORIGINAL INVESTIGATION

A human rights approach to an international code of conduct 
for genomic and clinical data sharing

Bartha M. Knoppers · Jennifer R. Harris · 
Isabelle Budin-Ljøsne · Edward S. Dove 
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progress and its applications, and a right to the protection 
of the moral and material interests resulting from scientific 
productions. It is time to apply these twin rights to inter-
nationally collaborative genomic and clinical data sharing.

Introduction

In 1948, the General Assembly of the United Nations 
adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(UDHR) to guarantee the rights of every individual in the 
world. Included were twin rights “to share in scientific 
advancement and its benefits” and “to the protection of 
the moral and material interests resulting from any scien-
tific…production of which [a person] is the author” (Art. 
27, United Nations 1948). In the 21st century, where are 
we in realizing the sharing of scientific advancement and 
its benefits, and the importance of protecting a scientific 
producer’s moral and material interests? In this article, we 
argue that these little-developed twin rights, what we call 
the right “to benefit from” and “to be recognized for”, have 
direct application to internationally collaborative genomic 
and clinical data sharing, and can be activated through an 
international code of conduct.

Sharing genomic and clinical data is critical to achieve 
precision medicine (National Research Council 2011), that 
is, more accurate disease classification based on molecular 
profiles to enable tailored effective treatments, interven-
tions, and models for prevention. Better communication 
flow across borders and research teams, encompassing data 
from clinical and population research, enables research-
ers to connect the diverse types of datasets and expertise 
needed to elucidate the genomic basis and complexities of 
disease etiology. Such data integration can make it possi-
ble to reveal the genetic basis of cancer, inherited diseases, 

Abstract Fostering data sharing is a scientific and ethi-
cal imperative. Health gains can be achieved more compre-
hensively and quickly by combining large, information-rich 
datasets from across conventionally siloed disciplines and 
geographic areas. While collaboration for data sharing is 
increasingly embraced by policymakers and the interna-
tional biomedical community, we lack a common ethical 
and legal framework to connect regulators, funders, con-
sortia, and research projects so as to facilitate genomic 
and clinical data linkage, global science collaboration, and 
responsible research conduct. Governance tools can be used 
to responsibly steer the sharing of data for proper steward-
ship of research discovery, genomics research resources, 
and their clinical applications. In this article, we propose 
that an international code of conduct be designed to ena-
ble global genomic and clinical data sharing for biomedi-
cal research. To give this proposed code universal applica-
tion and accountability, however, we propose to position it 
within a human rights framework. This proposition is not 
without precedent: international treaties have long recog-
nized that everyone has a right to the benefits of scientific 

B. M. Knoppers (*) · E. S. Dove 
Centre of Genomics and Policy, McGill University, 740 Dr. 
Penfield Avenue, Suite 5200, Montreal H3A 0G1, Canada
e-mail: bartha.knoppers@mcgill.ca

E. S. Dove 
e-mail: edward.dove@mcgill.ca

J. R. Harris · I. Budin-Ljøsne 
Division of Epidemiology, Department of Genes 
and Environment, Norwegian Institute of Public Health,  
PO Box 4404, Nydalen 0403, Oslo, Norway
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Considerations when evaluating risks of data sharing

• Is the genetic condition outwardly visible?  
• How severe is it? (serious disease, penetrance, age of 

onset)  
• Is it associated with what could be considered to be 

stigmatizing health information (e.g., associated with 
mental health, reproductive care,  
disability)?  

• Is it familial (i.e., potential carrier status/reproductive 
implications for family/relatives)?  

• Does it provide information about the likely 
geographical location of individuals?  

• Does it provide information about ethnicity that may 
be considered potentially stigmatizing information? 

Health Related Data & Privacy



Individuals as Owners & Managers of their Data

• (genomic) data ownership by the 
individual "data donors" 

• supported by technological frameworks 
for data management and arbitration 

• one vision here are "data cooperatives" 

• need strong support from policy makers 
and financial sustainability support

Power to the People?!

Citizens aggregate data from different sources and make them available for research through data cooperatives. Cooperatives 
offer oversight mechanisms to filter data access requests and tools for the democratic governance of the data.


Blasimme, A., Vayena, E. & Hafen, E. Democratizing Health Research Through Data Cooperatives. Philos. Technol. 31, 473–
479 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1007/s13347-018-0320-8



A project of

The BioMedIT network

|      04.02.2020

BioMedIT provides researchers with access to a secure and protected computing 
environment for analysis of sensitive data without compromising data privacy 



Genomic Data & Privacy - Key Areas
• Re-identification 
‣ identification of an individual based on sets of genomic variants they (or close relatives) carry - so one needs some 

genome data first 

‣ information to be gained is circumstantial (e.g. their genome is in a particular disease related dataset) 

‣ currently only risk with some practical use (e.g. long-range familial attacks) 

• Genotype-to-Phenotype (G2P) attacks 
‣ determination of some disease risk or phenotypic features from a genome itself 

‣ needs access to genome data which is illegal in many jurisdictions (but technically more & more feasible) 

‣ real-world use cases are limited but abuse through wrong perception of utility 

• Genomic Determinism 
‣ assignment of individual abilities and personal development trajectories from genomic profiling 

‣ topic of (some good, most bad) SciFi 

‣ but: Wehret den Anfängen!



Genomic Data & Privacy - Some Take-Home Messages
• Many clinical and research applications in genomics need vast numbers of genomes 

to evaluate e.g. genotype-phenotype relationships 

• Such data cannot simply be provided by a few reference data curation resources - and 
those again rely on multitudes of original data resources > federated data access + 
data curation 

• Genomic data is considered to potentially expose unwilling individuals through re-
identification/de-anonymization but also through direct information (genotype -> 
phenotype/disease) 

• Legislative bodies and law enforcement have varying and curious approaches to 
"genomic privacy", with a mix of de-legalizing genomic data generation (e.g. in 
Switzerland) or strictly limiting its use while also using "eminent domain" to co-opt such 
data for criminal persecution in a possibly extending set of use cases



• The Beacon concept - balanced 
approach for accessing genome variant 
data from internationally distributed 
resources


• However: Genome data has the inherent 
“risk” of being identified and linked to a 
person

Share YOUR Genome 
data?

Solutions from 
Technology or Society? 

Discourse!
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BIO392 HS22
Exam

• 2022-10-12 

• time: 09:30-10:30 

• multiple (single + multiple) choice w/ one or two open questions


